GEORGIA SEMI-AUTO PISTOL QUALIFICATION COURSE

I. Firearm: Standard Service Semiautomatic Pistol

II. Ammunition: 30 rounds, proper caliber

III. Target: SQT A-1 (two targets per shooter)

IV. Clothing: Range attire & police duty gear

V. General: Magazines should be loaded 6, 8, and 8 to start. The last 8 rounds will be loaded into an empty magazine after leaving the 15yd line.

Malfunctions must be cleared and no alibis, with the exception of defective ammunition. The shooter will be given an opportunity to shoot defective rounds only. Any subsequent rounds are the responsibility of the shooter.

Rounds may be made up at the stage where problems or malfunctions occur, but only within the allotted time limits for that stage.

Leftover rounds at any stage are to be given to a line instructor.

Scoring: All rounds that are in the scoring area (Grease ring touching) shall be scored. (If the grease ring touches the line between scoring areas, the shooter shall be given the higher of the scores.)

Points awarded shall be at a minimum of:
10 – Inside the "10 ring"
8 – Outside the "10 ring"
0 – Outside the silhouette

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum Raw Score</th>
<th>300 points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Qualifying Score</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. Course:

Stage one: 25 yard line using the angular search technique, on command shooter draws and assumes left side cover, avoiding contact with the cover object.

2 rounds – 8 seconds (1 round on each target)
TRANSITION, SCAN AND HOLSTER.

25 yard line using the angular search technique, on command shooter draws and assumes right side cover, avoiding contact with the cover object.

2 rounds – 8 seconds (1 round on each target)

TRANSITION, SCAN AND HOLSTER

Stage two: 15 yard line shooter stands outside strong side cover, facing targets weapon holstered & snapped in.

On command shooter draws the weapon moves to cover & fires 4 rounds in 12 seconds as follows:

1 round – on each target (2 rounds total)

Drop to a kneeling position (RELOAD)

1 round – on each target (2 rounds total)

TRANSITION, SCAN AND HOLSTER.

(Pick up empty magazine and top it off with remaining 8 rounds)

Stage three: 7 yard line (Box Drill)

21 seconds

On command shooter draws while stepping to the left and fires:

2 rounds – center mass on each target (4 rounds total)
1 round – cranial vault on each target (2 rounds total)

RELOAD while stepping to the right and fire:

2 rounds – center mass on each target (4 rounds total)
1 round – cranial vault on each target (2 rounds total)

Shooter assumes a low ready position; targets will re-appear (if not on turning targets, on the instructor's command) shooters will have 2 seconds to fire:
1 round – center mass on each target (2 rounds total)

Student will reload with last magazine after completing this stage.

TRANSITION, SCAN AND HOLSTER.

Stage four: 3 yard line

On command shooter draws while taking one step back and giving verbal commands, fires 2 rounds in 3 seconds.

1 round – on each target (2 rounds total)

TRANSITION, SCAN AND HOLSTER.

On command, shooter draws while taking one step back and giving verbal commands, fires 4 rounds in 5 seconds.

2 rounds – on each target (4 rounds total)

Come to the High ready position

On command, shooter takes one step back while giving verbal commands, shooter will fire 2 rounds in 2 seconds.

1 round – on each target (2 rounds total)

Come to the low ready with an empty weapon. Once the weapon has been cleared by a line instructor, holster a safe and empty weapon.